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Some city logistics insights  

 

 

TNO: Rotterdam City Centre, 2015 
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Some city logistics insights  
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The city logistics system faces serious challenges for the near future 

• Serious share in transport’s GHG emissions 

• The carbon productivity challenge 

 

 

 

Annual Outlook City Logistics, 2017 



Some city logistics insights  
Classification in (sub)segments  

General cargo 
Large retail, partial deliveries and 
home deliveries (big) 

Temperature controlled 
Large retail, wholesale, small 
specialist and home delivery groceries 

Parcel and express 
B2C and B2B 

Facility logistics 
Services and goods deliveries  to 
public and commercial buildings 

Construction logistics 
Infrastructure, buildings (preparation, 
structure, fit-out) for large construction 
companies, SME/Self-employed, 
building materials supply 

Waste collection 
Households (collectively organised) 
and businesses (individually 
organized) 
 

 

 

 

Annual Outlook City Logistics, 2017 

Total GHG Emissions (2015) 3.6 Mton  
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Some city logistics insights  
 

Cities (local authorities) can do a 

lot to reduce negative impacts: 

Regulate 

Coordinate 

Stimulate 

Facilitate 

Experiment 
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Some city logistics insights  
 

Cities (local authorities) can do a 

lot to reduce negative impacts: 

Regulate 

Coordinate 

Stimulate 

Facilitate 

Experiment 

Authorities usually have a big role as 

‘freight attractor’ in cities 

Public procurement typically 

represents 10-20% of GDP within EU 

member states, and the public sector 

is therefore a major market actor  

Procurement can be used as a 

strategic instrument for helping to 

meet specific policy goals of the 

organisation through its influence on 

supply chains, and not simply as an 

administrative function 
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Using public procurement as instrument? 
Gap between policy objectives and procurement  

Procurement as a strategic instrument and not as an administrative function, but: 

• No (easy) insights in transport footprinting 

• Transport is indirect procured 

• Procurers have ‘other’ incentives 

• Procurement is not always centrally 

• Transport movement (people and goods) 

 as part of the procured product or service 
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Getting insights  
What transport movements? Mapping current state 
 
There is no easy way to find the exact procured transport 

 

• Spent based (invoices) 

• Delivery Service Plans (DSP) 

 

Internal procurement:  

• System errors 

• Dependent on category managers 

• Procurer targets 

External suppliers: 

• Difficulty to reach critical group 

• Key suppliers: talking; regular data supply 

• Supplier surveys 
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Using public procurement as instrument? 
Gap between policy objectives and procurement  
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Getting insights 
BuyZET (focus today: Rotterdam) 
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Getting insights  
Footprint (Rotterdam) 
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(In Million p kilometers) 



Primary results Rotterdam (Population: 638,221) 

 

 

 

Getting insights: Rotterdam 
Footprint – goods: Mapping the current state 
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Primary results Rotterdam (Population: 638,221) 

 

 

 

Getting insights: Rotterdam 
Footprint – services: Mapping the current state 
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Time consuming, but useful exercise  

No one way methodology: data dependent and sensitive to the objective of 

mapping, resources involved 

Shortens the link between procurement systems and logistics: efforts from 

only logistics is not enough, you need to have procurement involved too 

Provides insights in footprint 

Rationalize delivery schemes / services 

Example function 

Enables (first attempts) to include footprint in tenders 

 

 

 

Getting insights: results from Rotterdam  
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Communicating with suppliers, including their transportation service providers 

Involvement of other purchasing bodies in Rotterdam region  

Strategies per category 

 

Current developments 

Include ZE in tenders (require growth towards ZE during contract period) 

ZEVs (e.g. moving services -> grow model) 

Dialogue with suppliers and other purchasing organisations (buyers share 

supplier data and suppliers share client data) 

Smart bundling of orders 

The last minute order is the enemy of the zero emission last mile delivery 

unless a smart logistic information exchange software app is available 

Pilot street maintenance  

 

 

 

Getting insights  
Next steps ….  
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Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague  
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The 'Logistical Hub The Hague' project will 

carry out a research and pilot project to 

organize the logistics within the government 

more efficiently and sustainably.  

It is a trial - in collaboration with the 

municipality of The Hague - where 

government buildings in The Hague are 

supplied with their materials from a central 

distribution center. The goal is to reduce 

CO2 emissions, a better accessible city 

center and a cost saving by organizing the 

logistics processes more efficiently. 

  



Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague: focus facilitating flows in 
offices 
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Selection of flows: 

• No time-critical deliveries 

• No goods with safety / security 

requirements and procedures 

• No special handling required 

• No conditioned deliveries 

• No goods from consolidated 

(dense) networks, like parcel 

and post 

• No flows that come already from 

the inner-city 



Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague  
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Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague: facilitating flows per week 
(normalized to number of employees per building)  
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Overig (vers/catering, post/pakketten, afval), 
75% 



1. Most promising facility flows selected 

2. Question from buyers Rijk, Gemeente, big companies 

3. Base measurement in buildings Rijk / Gemeente 

4. Supplier research 

5. Information from HUB Tax Office 

6. Existing knowledge from TNO, science 

 

Assumptions: 

• Assumptions made around average use per employee 

• Assumption: consumption of facility products in offices is the same 

everywhere 

• Sometimes making estimates, but conservative 

• Uncertainty margin of +/- 20% 

Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague: estimates volume 
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A Hub for The Hague  
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Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague: estimates volume 
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Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague: costs and benefits 

Transport in city 

Less time  
(un)loading 

Avoid peaks 

Electric driving 

Less kms 
- Less trips 
- Zoning deliveries 

High load factor 

Less emissions 

Less costs 

Time saving   
last mile 

Avoid peaks 

High load factor 

Transport to hub 

Bigger trucks 

Less emissions 

Less costs 

Receiver 

Less admin 

Less stock 

Less receipts 
(combined) 

Less costs 

Better inventory  
management 

Supplier 

Less admin 

Less stock 

Less shipments 
- Less orders 
- Bigger orders 

Better planning 

Less costs 

Hub exploitation 

Building 
 
Transport means 
 
Facilities 
 
Staff 

 
Less kms 
- Less trips 
- Zoning deliveries 
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Multi-year operating time The Hub operator must be enabled to provide Hub 

services to the government for a minimum number of years: 

To recoup investments 

To be able to make the transition 

 

Large volume flows A logistical hub needs critical mass to be viable. The larger 

the volume, the lower the handling and transport costs per load unit: 

Using the purchasing power of the government (government and 

municipality) in The Hague 

Organize deliveries via Regiohub contractually 

 

Room for entrepreneurship Hub operators should have opportunities to 

develop services, link other suppliers and offer services to other customers. 

 

 

Getting insights 
A Hub for The Hague: idea for hub exploitants 
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• Public procurement can be a strong instrument to stimulate more sustainable 

urban freight transport 

 

• However, 

• Good data on the footprint of procured goods and services is difficult to 

collect 

• Procurement has another goal than stategic policy objectives 

• Link between procurement and transport / logistics department are often 

weak 

Concluding remarks 
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